In this paper, we give some properties of the Tribonacci and TribonacciLucas quaternions and obtain some identities for them.
Introduction
Quaternions are fundamental objects of various parts of mathematics. They have applications in both theoretical and applied mathematics such as group theory, computer science and even also physics, see [4, 14, 16] . Let H be the real division quaternion algebra. A natural basis of this algebra is formed by the elements 1, i, j, k where i 2 = j 2 = k 2 = ijk = −1. So all quaternions are of the form q = a 0 + ia 1 + ja 2 + ka 3 ,
where the coefficients a n , 0 ≤ n ≤ 3 are all real. The multiplication table for the basis of H is
Every q ∈ H can be simply written as q = Re(q)+Im(q), where Re(q) = a 0 and Im(q) = ia 1 + ja 2 + ka 3 are called the real and imaginary parts, respectively. The conjugate of the real quaternion q is the quaternion denoted by q * , and q * = Re(q) − Im(q).
This operation satisfies (q * ) * = q, (q 1 + q 2 ) * = q
The norm of the quaternion q is defined by
Thus the inverse of a nonzero quaternion q is given by
.
For all p, q ∈ H, we have N (pq) = N (p)N (q),
There are various types of quaternion sequences which are determined by their components taken from different types of sequences and they have been studied by many researchers. One of the well-known sequence is given by see [6] . In [6] , Horadam defined the n th Fibonacci and Lucas quaternions as the quaternions whose components are Fibonacci and Lucas numbers respectively. After that several authors were interested in these structures and obtained some results, see [5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15] . Recently Cerda-Morales considered the generalized Tribonacci sequence {V n } n≥0 defined by V n = rV n−1 + sV n−2 + tV n−3 , n ≥ 3 where r, s, t are real numbers and V 0 = a, V 1 = b, V 2 = c are arbitrary integers, see [1] . For r = s = t = 1 and V 0 = 0, V 1 = 1, V 2 = 1, the sequence {V n } n≥0 is the well-known Tribonacci sequence denoted by {T n } n , see [2, 3, 12] . For r = s = t = 1 and V 0 = 3, V 1 = 1, V 2 = 3, we obtain the Tribonacci-Lucas sequence {K n } n , see [17] . The first few Tribonacci numbers and Tribonacci Lucas numbers are given in the following The function
is called the generating function for the sequence {a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , . . .}. The generating functions of the Tribonacci sequence {T n } n and the Tribonacci-Lucas sequence {K n } n are
respectively. The Binet formulas of T n and K n are given as
respectively, where
see [17] .
In [1] , we see a new type of quaternion whose coefficients are generalized Tribonacci numbers as follows,
In this paper, we are interested in the quaternions with Tribonacci number and Tribonacci-Lucas number components denoted by Q n andQ n , respectively. We give some properties of these quaternions and obtain some identities for them.
Quaternions with Tribonacci Number Components
For n ≥ 0, the n th Tribonacci quaternion Q n and n th Tribonacci-Lucas quaternionQ n are defined by
where T n and K n are the n th Tribonacci and Tribonacci-Lucas numbers, respectively.
Note that for n ≥ 0,
The conjugate of the Tribonacci quaternion Q n is denoted by Q * n and
and the conjugate of the Tribonacci-Lucas quaternionQ n is denoted byQ * n andQ * n = K n − iK n+1 − jK n+2 − kK n+3 . Let f (x) be a series in powers of x. Then by the symbol [x n ]f (x) we will mean the coefficient of x n in the series f (x). Hence the norm of the quaternion Q n is
For n ≥ 2, let A n = T −n and B n = K −n . Then Tribonacci and TribonacciLucas sequences with negative indices are defined by the following equations (see [17] ):
Hence we can give the following definition. 
The generating function and Binet formula for generalized Tribonacci quaternions are given in [1] . For the completeness of the paper, we give the generating function and Binet formula for the Tribonacci quaternions. Theorem 1. The generating function for the Tribonacci quaternion Q n is
be the generating function of the Tribonacci quaternion Q n . Since the orders of Q n−1 , Q n−2 and Q n−3 are 1, 2 and 3 less than the order of Q n , respectively, find xG (x), x 2 G (x) and x 3 G(x) :
and so
Theorem 2. The Binet formulas for the Tribonacci and Tribonacci-Lucas quaternions are given by
where α = 1+iα +jα 2 +kα 3 , β = 1+iβ +jβ 2 +kβ 3 and γ = 1+iγ +jγ 2 +kγ 3 .
Proof. Using the Binet formulae for T n and K n given in (1.1) and the definition of Q n andQ n , we obtain the Binet formulae for Q n andQ n as follows,
3 Some Identities on Tribonacci Quaternions 3.1 Identities 1.
3.2 Identities 2.
Another identity can be given as
Identity 3.
For n ≥ 0, m ≥ 3 we have
Identities 4.
Let S n = n k=0 Q k . Then we have
and for n ≥ 0, m ≥ 5 we have
where
3.5 Identity 5.
3.6 Identities 6.
Let
R n = 3T n+1 − T n for n ≥ 0,
Then we haveR
We also obtain the following identities:
Identities 7.
Now we will give some identities about the finite sums of various quaternions that we obtained.
We also have
Proofs
In order to keep this paper within reasonable length, we restricted ourselves to a short selection. Thus we prove some identities using the Binet formulae and mathematical induction. The other identities can be shown similarly.
Proof of the Identities 1:
We will give the proof of identity
We have
On the other hand since
and 2T n Q n = 2T 2 n + 2(iT n T n+1 + jT n T n+2 + kT n T n+3 ), we get the result. Now we will prove the identitỹ
The Binet formula of the Tribonacci quaternion is given as
Then we have
Proof of the Identities 2:
It is known that the Tribonacci numbers and Tribonacci-Lucas numbers satisfy the equalities,
see [17] . Then we have
For all n and m, Tribonacci and Tribonacci-Lucas sequences also satisfy the following equality,
see [8] . Similarly we obtain the identity
Proof of the Identity 3:
For m = 3, we have
Suppose that the equality holds for all m ≤ k. For m = k + 1, we have
By induction on m, we get the result.
Proof of the Identities 4:
we obtain that
For the other identity the proof will be done by induction on n and m. First we will prove the identity
For n = 0, we have
Suppose the equality holds for n = k, that is,
For n = k + 1, we have
So the equality holds for all n ≥ 0.
For m = 5, we have
Suppose the equality holds for m = r, that is
For m = r + 1,
Proof of the Identity 5:
and this gives
. Substituting this gives the result.
Proof of the Identity 6:
For n ≥ 2, we have
Proof of the Identities 7:
We will show the identity
The others can be done similarly. The proof can be done by induction on n.
For n = 0 we have
So equality holds for n = 0. Assume it is true for n = m, that is,
For n = m + 1, we have
By induction hypothesis we can write
Hence we obtain that
This shows that equality holds for all n ≥ 0.
An Isomorphism on the Tribonacci Quaternions
We consider the Tribonacci and Tribonacci-Lucas quaternions. These quaternions can be written as
where A = Im(Q n ) and B = Im(Q n ). Let QM = {Q n : Q n is the n th Tribonacci quaternion} and M is the set of 2 × 2 matrices with entries from C of the form: M = X n : X n = z −w w z ; z, w ∈ C .
Then each matrix can be decomposed into a vector space representation with four basis elements. Let Φ be the following map:
T n − iT n+1 .
